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The purpose of this study is to assess the reproducibility of hippocampal atrophy rate measurements of
commonly used fully-automated algorithms in Alzheimer disease (AD). The reproducibility of hippo-
campal atrophy rate for FSL/FIRST, AdaBoost, FreeSurfer, MAPS independently and MAPS combined with
the boundary shift integral (MAPS-HBSI) were calculated. Back-to-back (BTB) 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE
MRI from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI1) study at baseline and year one were
used. Analysis on 3 groups of subjects was performed – 562 subjects at 1.5 T, a 75 subject group that also
had manual segmentation and 111 subjects at 3 T. A simple and novel statistical test based on the bi-
nomial distribution was used that handled outlying data points robustly. Median hippocampal atrophy
rates were �1.1%/year for healthy controls, �3.0%/year for mildly cognitively impaired and �5.1%/year
for AD subjects. The best reproducibility was observed for MAPS-HBSI (1.3%), while the other methods
tested had reproducibilities at least 50% higher at 1.5 T and 3 T which was statistically significant. For a
clinical trial, MAPS-HBSI should require less than half the subjects of the other methods tested. All
methods had good accuracy versus manual segmentation. The MAPS-HBSI method has substantially
better reproducibility than the other methods considered.

& 2016 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A feature of Alzheimer's disease (AD) (Jack et al., 1992, 1998;
Wang et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2010; Frisoni et al., 2010; Drago
rved.
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et al., 2011) is increased hippocampal volume loss when compared
to age matched healthy controls (HC). Mildly cognitive impairment
(MCI) subjects typically have intermediate hippocampal volumes
and rates of loss. Hippocampal atrophy rates have been proposed
(Schott et al., 2010; Ard and Edland, 2011) or used (Wilkinson
et al., 2012) as end points in clinical trials. Manual segmentation of
hippocampi (Barnes et al., 2008; Boccardi et al., 2011) is often
regarded as the “gold standard” for volume measurement – how-
ever this may take about 3 h per MRI scan (Mulder et al., 2014) and
requires extensive training. The size of AD clinical trials (typically
many hundreds of subjects) means that there is great interest in
less labour-intensive methods; as a result several fully automated
techniques have been developed and are increasingly used.
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Manual measurements of hippocampal volume or atrophy rate
are generally assumed to be more accurate than automated
methods (Barnes et al., 2008; Boccardi et al., 2011) and are used for
validation of the accuracy of automated techniques (Hsu et al.,
2002; Tae et al., 2008; Morey et al., 2009; Pardoe et al., 2009;
Dewey et al., 2010; Lehmann et al., 2010; Sanchez-Benavides et al.,
2010; Doring et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Iglesiasa et al., 2015).
However, fully automatic methods have improved to the point
where it has been suggested that they have similar accuracy when
compared to manual measures and are more reproducible
(Duchesne et al., 2002; Kennedy et al., 2009; Dewey et al., 2010;
Doring et al., 2011). As a consequence, a number of comparisons of
methods for measuring atrophy rates have been published (Kikinis
et al., 1992; Fox and Freeborough, 1997; Rudick et al., 1999; Crum
et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2002; Barnes et al.,
2004, 2007; van de Pol et al., 2007; Altmann et al., 2009; Barkhof
et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2009; Sluimer et al., 2009; Shen et al.,
2010; Westman et al., 2011).

The ideal way to compare atrophy rate measurement methods
would use perfectly accurate segmentations as a gold standard.
The performance of each method could then be compared against
the perfect segmentation over a set of subjects. By calculating the
spread of the errors in each method – such as the standard de-
viation – the best performing methods could be determined. Per-
fectly accurate segmentations are not available, but we can obtain
an indication of the spread of the errors in the methods - provided
the methods are reasonably accurate - by repeating the mea-
surements and determining their spread.

The goal of the current study was to compare the reproduci-
bility of hippocampal atrophy rate of commonly-used automated
measurement techniques, at both 1.5 T and 3 T, taking advantage
of back-to-back (BTB) MPRAGE volumetric scans routinely ac-
quired at each subject in the first Alzheimer's Disease Neuroima-
ging Initiative (ADNI1) study. We aimed to assess the most recent
versions of FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 2002, 2004; Reuter et al., 2012),
FSL/FIRST (Patenaude et al., 2011), AdaBoost (Morra et al., 2009)
and MAPS-HBSI (Leung et al., 2010).

The data set from the ADNI1 study (Mueller et al., 2005; Jack
et al., 2008; Weiner et al., 2012) provides a singular opportunity to
compare the reproducibilities of brain atrophy methods. While
rarely mentioned in the literature, as part of ADNI1, two 3D T1
weighted MPRAGEs were acquired BTB during each subject visit -
with the acquisition of the second MPRAGE usually starting within
seconds of completion of the first (Cover et al., 2011). All ADNI1
subjects were asked to have a scan at 1.5 T with a subset of sub-
jects also having 3T imaging. With 800 subjects acquired across 55
sites included in ADNI1, it provides a much larger BTB dataset than
available for previous reproducibilities studies. In addition, the
ADNI1 study put a great deal of effort into standardizing the ac-
quisition of the MPRAGE sequences across the ADNI1 sites. Thus,
ADNI1 provides an excellent dataset to test the reproducibility of
the measurement of hippocampal atrophy rates and other struc-
tural segmentation methods.

For the hippocampus atrophy rates, the BTB reproducibility of
manual segmentation at 1.5 T of hippocampi atrophy (Mulder
et al., 2014) has been compared to FreeSurfer, and FSL/FIRST for a
subset of N¼80 subjects of the ADNI1 dataset. Mulder et al. found
the manual and automated segmentations had similar
reproducibilities.

Although the ADNI1 study was performed primarily at 1.5 T,
with research studies and trials in AD and other disorders shifting
to 3 T acquisitions (de Jong et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2010) it was
important to include in ADNI1 a sub-set of subjects who had 3 T
BTB as well as 1.5 T BTB imaging. A direct comparison between 3 T
and 1.5 T has only been performed for a cross sectional method
(Keihaninejad et al., 2010) but without reproducibility
measurements. Longitudinally, only the reproducibility of the FSL/
Siena measure for whole brain atrophy has been compared at 1.5 T
and 3 T (Cover et al., 2014).

In addition, for whole brain volume atrophy measures at 1.5 T
(Popescu et al., 2012), subsets of the ADNI1 BTB dataset have been
used to compare the reproducibility (Cover et al., 2011) of Siena
and SienaX.

Here, we compared the reproducibility of 7 popular methods to
determine hippocampal atrophy rates over 1 year. Such informa-
tion is important to plan clinical trials in AD.

Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from
the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database
(adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the Na-
tional Institute on Aging (NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical
Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and non-profit
organizations, as a $60 million, 5 year public-private partnership.
The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET),
other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological as-
sessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer's disease (AD).
Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early AD.

Progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians to
develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as
lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.

The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Wei-
ner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California–San
Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts of many co-investigators
from a broad range of academic institutions and private corpora-
tions, and subjects have been recruited from over 50 sites across
the U.S. and Canada. The initial goal of ADNI was to recruit 800
subjects but ADNI has been followed by ADNI-GO and ADNI-2. To
date these three protocols have recruited over 1500 adults, ages
55–90, to participate in the research, consisting of cognitively
normal older individuals, people with early or late MCI, and people
with early AD. The follow up duration of each group is specified in
the protocols for ADNI-1, ADNI-2 and ADNI-GO. Subjects originally
recruited for ADNI-1 and ADNI-GO had the option to be followed
in ADNI-2. For up-to-date information, see www.adni-info.org.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. ADNI1 dataset

In ADNI1 two BTB MPRAGEs were acquired with identical ac-
quisition parameters during each of the two subject visits –

baseline and year one – without removing the subject from the
scanner (Jack et al., 2008). Referred to as “original” MPRAGEs by
ADNI1, for the current study the first acquired original MPRAGE is
referred to as “M” and the second as “N”. ADNI selected one of M or
N for additional processing and produced a third MPRAGE - re-
ferred to as “processed” by ADNI - for each subject visit. The pro-
cessed MPRAGE is referred to as “P” in this study. The additional
ADNI processing to generate P included B1 non-uniformity cor-
rection, intensity nonuniformity correction and gradient warp
correction (Jack et al., 2008; Clarkson et al., 2009). Fig. 1 illustrates
the relationship of the 6 MPRAGEs for each subject. While M and N
provide information on reproducibility, P provides accuracy in-
formation used to ensure the atrophy rates of the methods are
accurate enough that the reproducibilities are meaningful.

The M, N and P MPRAGEs used in the current study are exactly
those downloaded from ADNI. According to ADNI, the M and N
voxel values – which were 16 bit values - are unchanged from
those generated by the MRI scanners. Only some of the meta data

http://adni.loni.usc.edu
http://www.adni-info.org


Fig. 1. The 6 MPRAGEs from the ADNI1 study used for each subject in the current
study. The 3 MPRAGEs in the left of the figure were generated from the baseline
subject visit (A) while the 3 in the right were generated from the one year subject
visit (B). The M and N back-to-back (BTB) MPRAGEs are classified as “original” by
ADNI as they contain the identical voxel values to those generated by the MRI
scanner. The M and N MPRAGEs were acquired BTB with the N acquisition starting
within seconds to minutes of the end of the M acquisition. The P MPRAGE is called
“processed” by ADNI and was generated by ADNI selecting either M or N for ad-
ditional processing that is site dependent but includes gradient warp correction.
The first acquired MPRAGEs (M) at each of the two subject visits where used for
one atrophy rate calculation, the second (N) for a second atrophy rate calculate and
the P MPRAGEs for a third.
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of the DICOM files were modified by ADNI. Before they were
processed by the methods in the current study, no processing was
applied to either of the M or N MPRAGEs, other than conversion
from the DICOM to NIFTI file format. The same DICOM to NIFTI
conversion was used for all methods and the 16 bit voxel values
were unchanged in the conversion. Differing from M and N, the P
voxel values as supplied by ADNI were 32 bit floating point and
were converted to 16 bit integer as part of the study's conversion
from DICOM to NIFTI.

A total of 4038 MPRAGEs were included in the current study. At
1.5 T there were 3372 MPRAGEs. For each of the N¼562 subjects at
1.5 T, 6 MPRAGEs were included – 3 MPRAGEs for the baseline
subject visit and 3 for the year one subject visit. Similarly at 3 T,
the 111 subjects had a total of 666 MPRAGEs.

The 562 subjects at 1.5 T are a subset of the first year collection
of 639 subjects from the ADN1 study (Wyman et al., 2013). Only
subjects with exactly 2 MPRAGE acquired at both the baseline and
year one subject visits were included in the 562 subjects analyzed
in the current study. We also excluded subjects with 3 or more
MPRAGE acquired at either the baseline or year one visit, since this
might indicate that one of the first two MPRAGEs acquired had a
serious problem. Even with those subjects excluded, the 562
subjects included in the study is a large set compared to previous
reproducibility studies.

The manual segmentation of a subset of ADNI1 BTB MPRAGEs
at 1.5 T (Mulder et al., 2014) were used in the current study to
determine the accuracy of the automated methods. While there
were N¼80 subjects in the Mulder et al. study only N¼75 were
also in the N¼562 subject group of the current study. Therefore
only N¼75 subjects were included in the manual subset of the
current study.

The ADNI1 study also acquired BTB MRPAGEs at 3 T of a subset
of subjects (Wyman et al., 2013). Of the N¼562 included at 1.5 T, a
total of N¼111 had exactly 2 MPRAGEs acquired at 3 T at both the
baseline and year one subject visits and were included in the
current study.

The 562 subjects in the current study consisted of 171 HC, 277
MCI and 114 CE based on the ADNI1 classification of the subjects.
The median age of the HC subjects was 75.7 (72.5, 78.7) - the
numbers in brackets are the interquartile range of age - with 50%
male. For MCI the median age was 75.2 (70.7, 79.9) with 65% male.
And for AD the median age was 75.6 (70.3, 81.2) with 50% male.

For both 1.5 T and 3 T all pixels were square and the slice
thickness was 1.2 mm. For 1.5 T the voxel volume ranged from
1.05 mm3 to 2.20 mm3 with a median value of 1.05 mm3. For 3 T it
ranged from 1.20 mm3 to 1.24 mm3 with a median of 1.20 mm3.

2.2. Hippocampal atrophy rate measurement

A total of seven methods for measuring hippocampi atrophy
rates were included in the study – manual segmentation and six
fully automatic methods: the automated methods had four “cross-
sectional methods” and two longitudinal methods. For the pur-
poses of this study we refer to cross-sectional methods as those
that calculate a hippocampal volume for the MPRAGE at each time
point and the volumes are then subtracted to derive a volume
difference from which atrophy rates are calculated. Longitudinal
methods analyze the two MPRAGEs at the two time points si-
multaneously with the aim of improving the precision of the
atrophy rate calculations.

The four cross-sectional methods included in the current study
were FMRIB's Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool FSL/
FIRST 5.0.4 (Patenaude et al., 2011) which is part of the FMRIB
Software Library (FSL) (fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIRST). The
second was AdaBoost a “machine learning” based segmentation
method (Morra et al., 2009). The particular implementation of
AdaBoost used in the current study was implemented by one of
the authors (AR) and trained on the harmonized protocol for
hippocampal segmentation (Frisoni et al., 2014) (neugrid4you.eu).
The third was FreeSurfer/ReconAll 5.3.0 in cross sectional mode
(FreeSurferC) (Fischl et al., 2002, 2004; Reuter et al., 2012) (http://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). The fourth was the Multiple-Atlas
Propagation and Segmentation algorithm (MAPS) (Leung et al.,
2010) and was implemented by an author of the current paper
(KKL) (neugrid4you.eu). MAPS was tuned and tested against the
ADNI1 1.5 T data set as part of it implementation. All pipelines
were run in their default mode.

The 2 longitudinal algorithms included were extensions of two
of the cross-sectional algorithms. They were FreeSurfer/ReconAll
5.3.0 in longitudinal mode (FreeSurferL) (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu) and the Multiple-Atlas Propagation and Segmenta-
tion with Hippocampal Boundary Shift Integral (MAPS-HBSI)
(Leung et al., 2010; Barnes et al., 2007; Freeborough and Fox,
1997). An author of the current paper (KKL) was involved in im-
plementing the HBSI component of MAPS-HBSI. While MAPS was
tuned against the ADNI1 dataset the HBSI algorithmwas not tuned
using the ADNI1 data set or any other data set.

All automated hippocampal segmentations were performed on
64-bit Linux machines.

The manual segmentation included in the current study used
the results of the segmentation performed for Mulder et al. (2014).
The details of the manual segmentation are described in that pa-
per. While Mulder et al. included N¼80 subjects only N¼75 of
those subjects were used in the current study as only 75 of the
subjects were included in the ADNI1 collection used in the current
study. The 75 subject subset included 19 HC, 38 MCI and 18 CE
subjects.

2.3. Statistics

Calculation of atrophy rates from the hippocampal volumes at
baseline (VA) and year one (VB) is straightforward. The non-an-
nualized percentage volume change (PVC) was calculated by 100*(
VB�VA)/VA. For each subject there was a PVC calculated for each of
the M, N and P scan pairs. The PVC can be annualized by adjusting
for the exact interval between baseline and one year scans.

http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIRST
http://neugrid4you.eu
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
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Table 1
Method reproducibility at 1.5 T for each method for both left and right hippocampi
for both the full N¼562 subjects and the manual group of N¼75. As mentioned in
the text, the method reproducibility is the median of the absolute value of the
subjects' BTB differences for the method and a BTB difference is the difference
between each subject's BTB percentage volume changes (PVC). The units are per-
centage points. The interquartile ranges are also displayed. A method with perfect
reproducibility would have a value of zero. In all cases the MAPS-HBSI method has
the best (smallest) reproducibility.

Method N¼562 N¼75

Left Right Left Right

Manual N/A N/A 2.6 (1.0, 4.8) 2.6 (1.0, 4.4)
FSL/FIRST 2.5 (1.1, 4.6) 2.7 (1.4, 5.4) 2.1 (1.1, 4.1) 3.0 (1.5, 5.0)
AdaBoost 2.9 (1.4, 5.0) 3.0 (1.1, 5.5) 2.5 (1.6, 4.6) 4.0 (1.1, 6.1)
FreeSurferC 3.1 (1.5, 5.8) 3.0 (1.2, 5.5) 2.7 (1.4, 4.5) 2.9 (1.3, 5.1)
FreeSurferL 2.1 (1.0, 3.8) 2.0 (0.9, 3.8) 1.9 (0.8, 3.1) 1.7 (1.0, 3.8)
MAPS 2.7 (1.2, 4.8) 2.7 (1.3, 4.8) 2.3 (1.0, 4.7) 2.3 (1.2, 4.2)
MAPS-HBSI 1.3 (0.6, 2.6) 1.3 (0.6, 2.6) 1.3 (0.5, 2.4) 1.1 (0.7, 3.0)
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The BTB difference is defined as PVCN�PVCM. The BTB differ-
ence provides a measure of the reproducibility of the non an-
nualized PVC for each subject. The non annualized PVC is used for
calculating the BTB difference as the BTB difference appears to be
independent of the interval between the scans (Cover et al., 2014).
The closer to zero the BTB difference the more reproducible the
atrophy rate measure. Of course, for the BTB difference to be
meaningful, the algorithm must be accurate.

It has been previously observed (Cover et al., 2014) that BTB
differences for whole brain atrophy rates have a large number of
outlying points, making standard statistical tests problematic. One
of the two techniques used in the current study to compare the
BTB difference of the various methods was presented by Smith
et al. (2007). For each method they calculated the median of the
magnitude of the BTB differences. The median – which will also be
referred to as the method reproducibility in the current paper -
provides a measure of the width of the BTB differences for each
method and allows the methods to be ordered by reproducibility.

Taking the magnitude eliminates the sign of each BTB differ-
ence before the median is taken. Thus the median of the magni-
tude of the BTB differences is a measure of the spread of the BTB
differences of a method. The method used by Smith et al. is similar
to a standard deviation but is less sensitive to large numbers of
outlying BTB differences common in some atrophy measures.

However, one problem with the Smith et al. method is that it
does not provide an easy way to determine if the difference be-
tween the median of two methods is statistically significant unless
certain assumptions hold - such as the BTB differences for a
method have a normal distribution. Cover et al. (2014) demon-
strated that for whole brain atrophy measures BTB difference
distribution has far too many outlying points to be treated as
normal.

The second technique used in the current study to compare the
BTB differences of the various methods is a simple statistical test
that handles outlying statistical points robustly and is being in-
troduced in the current study. Based on binomial statistics, it
handles both normal and non-normal distributions accurately -
including ones with large shoulders. Also, the binomial based test
does not require the reproducibility to be the same across subjects
and sites. For example, if the reproducibility happens to be poorer
in subjects with more advanced AD, the binomial test will handle
it properly.

When comparing two methods, the first step of the binomial
test compares the magnitudes of the BTB differences on a subject-
by-subject basis and calculates the fraction of the subjects that is
larger for one method. Thus, if the fraction is 0.5 then the two
methods are statistically equal. When the fraction is different from
0.5, the p-value to reject the null hypothesis can be calculated
using the binomial distribution. Thus the null hypothesis is when
the fraction is 0.5.
3. Results

Table 1 presents the method reproducibilities at 1.5 T for each
of the seven methods. For both left and right hippocampi, and also
for N¼562 and N¼75, the MAPS-HBSI algorithm has the lowest
(best) method reproducibility – where the method reproducibility
is the median absolute BTB difference for the method. The long-
itudinal mode of FreeSurfer is second best hippocampus for
N¼562 as its reproducibility is 62% larger - and thus worse - than
that of MAPS-HBSI for the left hippocampus, and 54% for the right.

Fig. 2 shows scatter plots of the BTB differences of both Free-
Surfer in longitudinal mode and manual versus MAPS-HBSI for the
manual group (N¼75). In both cases, the reproducibility dis-
tribution is smaller for MAPS-HBSI in agreement with Table 1.
Table 2 presents the fraction of subjects for each method at
1.5 T where the magnitude of the BTB difference is larger than
MAPS-HBSI. The comparison is limited to MAPS-HBSI as it was the
method with the best reproducibility. For all methods, the fraction
is greater than 0.5 - which is inline with MAPS-HBSI's having the
better reproducibility. For N¼562 the p-value is less than 0.00001
for all methods. The p-values for N¼75 for manual compared to
MAPS-HBSI were 0.0008 for left and 0.0237 for right – which are
both statistically significant. Thus the results indicate MAPS-HBSI
is more reproducible than manual at 1.5 T.

Comparison of the accuracy of the fully automatic methods at
1.5 T is given in Table 3. The table presents the annualized per-
centage volume changes – also called the atrophy rates - at 1.5 T
for P for all the methods with the exception of manual. It also
presents the annualized percentage volume change for M and N
for the two longitudinal methods - FreeSurfer in longitudinal
mode and MAPS-HBSI. M and N were provided for the longitudinal
algorithms for comparison. The atrophy rates are presented for HC,
MCI and AD. Median hippocampal atrophy rates were similar for
the different methods justifying the comparison of their re-
producibilities. MAPS-HBSI for P yielding �1.1%/year for healthy
controls, �3.0%/year for mildly cognitively impaired and �5.1%/
year for AD subjects.

Comparison of the reproducibilities of FreeSurfer and MAPS-
HBSI at 1.5 T versus 3 T is presented in Fig. 3 and Table 4. Fig. 3
shows scatter plots for both FreeSurfer (a) and MAPS-HBSI (b) of
the reproducibility of each subject for 3 T versus 1.5 T for the left
and right hippocampi. The larger scatter of FreeSurfer both hor-
izontally (1.5 T) and vertically (3 T) demonstrates MAPS-HBSI has
better reproducibility at both 1.5 T and 3 T. For the left hippo-
campus, the reproducibility of MAPS-HBSI is better than FreeSurfer
at 3 T (po0.00001) by 87%. For the right hippocampus, the re-
producibility of MAPS-HBSI is better than FreeSurfer at 3 T
(p¼0.00005) by 66%.

Although the focus of the current study was the reproducibility
of the methods it was important to determine whether the
method with the best reproducibility, MAPS-HBSI, was accurate.
Fig. 4 shows a Bland-Altman plot (Bland and Altman, 1986) of the
annualized percentage volume change for manual versus MAPS-
HBSI at 1.5 T for the manual group of 75 subjects. As manual
segmentation is considered to be the gold standard for accuracy,
the Bland-Altman plot indicates MAPS-HBSI has good accuracy for
measuring hippocampal atrophy rate and its method reproduci-
bility can be considered the noise of the accuracy.

Table 5 presents the failure rate of the methods for 1.5 T and
3 T. A method is considered to have failed when its analysis of a
MPRAGE or pair of MPRAGEs has not generated all the values for



Fig. 2. Scatter plot of the back-to-back (BTB) differences for the manual group of N¼75 for the left and right hippocampus of the MAPS-HBSI method versus both the
FreeSurfer method in longitudinal mode and the manual segmentation method. As mentioned in the text, a subject's reproducibility is the difference between each subject's
two percentage volume changes (PVC). Each of the two PVCs is calculated over one year on each of the pair of MPRAGEs. The smaller spread of the BTB differences for the
MAPS-HBSI method (horizontal direction) is clearly evident in each plot as compared to the FreeSurfer and manual methods (vertical directions).

Table 2
Fraction of the subjects for each method at 1.5 T whose magnitudes of their BTB
differences are bigger than MAPS-HBSI's. The fraction allows the calculation of the
statistical significance using the binomial distribution of the difference from MAPS-
HBSI of the reproducibility of each method. Each fraction is followed by its p-value
in brackets.

Method N¼562 N¼75

Left Right Left Right

Manual N/A N/A 0.689
(0.0008)

0.621
(0.0237)

FSL/FIRST 0.685
(o0.00001)

0.712
(o0.00001)

0.685
(0.0011)

0.699
(0.0005)

AdaBoost 0.718
(o0.00001)

0.687
(o0.00001)

0.689
(0.0076)

0.689
(0.0076)

FreeSurferC 0.725
(o0.00001)

0.676
(o0.00001)

0.703
(0.0003)

0.662
(0.0035)

FreeSurferL 0.612
(o0.00001)

0.598
(o0.00001)

0.608
(0.0402)

0.595
(0.0651)

MAPS 0.687
(o0.00001)

0.671
(o0.00001)

0.662
(0.0035)

0.649
(0.0070)
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the required volumes and/or atrophy rates. Interestingly, the two
longitudinal methods – FreeSurferL and MAPS-HBSI – have failure
rates of about 4% for the ADNI processed MPRAGEs (P) at 1.5 T as
compared to about 1% for the original MPRAGEs (M and N) at both
1.5 T and 3 T. We examined the failed output in some detail but
Table 3
The median of the atrophy rates at 1.5 T for the HC, MCI and AD subsets of N¼562
percentage change and are in units of percentage points. The atrophy rates for the cros

Method HC MCI

L R L

FSL/FIRST P �0.9 (1.0, �2.9) �1.0 (1.1, �3.4) �2.8 (�0.2, �
AdaBoost P �1.0 (0.8, �2.7) �0.5 (1.5, �2.8) �3.0 (�0.7, �
FreeSurferC P �2.7 (0.3, �5.9) �2.5 (0.0, �5.5) �3.2 (0.4, �6.
FreeSurferL M �1.2 (0.0, �2.5) �1.2 (0.0, �2.5) �2.3 (�0.5, �
FreeSurferL N �1.3 (0.0, �2.4) �1.3 (0.0, �2.4) �2.5 (�0.3, �
FreeSurferL P �1.3 (0.0, �2.7) �1.0 (0.2, �2.1) �2.0 (�0.1, �
MAPS P �1.2 (1.0, �4.1) �1.0 (1.2, �2.9) �3.2 (�1.0, �
MAPS-HBSI M �1.4 (�0.2, �2.5) �1.3 (�0.1, �2.6) �3.2 (�1.5, �
MAPS-HBSI N �1.0 (0.2, �2.3) �0.9 (0.2, �2.2) �3.0 (�0.8, �
MAPS-HBSI P �1.1 (0.2, �2.5) �0.9 (0.1, �2.2) �3.0 (�1.0, �
could not come up with any solid conclusion. Few methods failed
on the same MPRAGE so the failures had little to do with bad
MPRAGES. However, it is important to note that only 3 subjects
failed both of the longitudinal methods. The rest only failed one of
either FreeSurferL or MAPS-HBSI. Also, a patient that failed M or N
was no more likely to fail P. That each method generally failed on a
different MPRAGE suggests the failures had little to do with bad
MPRAGES.

The run times for ADABoost and FSL/FIRST were one to two
hours per MPRAGE. For FreeSurfer the run time per MPRAGE was
about 24 h in cross sectional mode. FreeSurfer in longitudinal
mode requires about 72 h per pair of MPRAGEs. However, the first
48 h also generated the volumes for the cross sectional mode for
each of the two MPRAGEs so the longitudinal mode is only an
additional 24 h of calculation over the cross sectional mode.
MAPS-BHSI is about 96 h for longitudinal mode but it also gen-
erates the MAPS cross sectional volumes for the two MPRAGEs. As
mention above the manual segmentation time was about 3 h per
MPRAGE.
4. Discussion

The 562 subjects in ADNI1with BTB MPRAGEs acquired at 1.5 T,
along with a sub group of 111 subjects with BTB MPRAGEs also
for the methods along with their interquartile ranges. The values are annualized
s sectional methods are only given for P to save space.

AD

R L R

5.1) �2.8 (0.1, �5.1) �4.0 (�1.0, �5.7) �2.9 (�0.2, �5.8)
5.8) �3.1 (�0.5, �6.0) �4.3 (1.9, �8.0) �4.5 (�1.8, �7.3)
6) �3.2 (�0.2, �6.2) �4.6 (�0.8, �6.7) �4.1 (�1.4, �7.0)
4.6) �2.4 (�0.5, �4.7) �3.9 (�1.6, �6.6) �3.3 (�1.6, �6.1)
4.9) �2.4 (�0.7, �4.4) �3.8 (�1.6, �6.6) �4.1 (�1.6, �6.3)
4.5) �2.3 (�0.6, �4.7) �3.6 (�1.0, �6.5) �4.0 (�1.2, �6.4)
5.8) �3.1 (�0.8, �5.4) �4.8 (�2.3, �7.8) �3.7 (�2.2, �7.0)
5.5) �3.0 (�1.0, �5.6) �5.1 (�2.8, �7.4) �5.1 (�2.9, �8.1)
5.2) �3.0 (�1.0, �5.5) �5.2 (�2.6, �7.9) �4.4 (�2.1, �7.3)
5.1) �3.3 (�1.2, �5.3) �5.1 (�2.5, �7.9) �5.0 (�2.3, �7.6)



Fig. 3. Scatter plots of the BTB differences at 1.5 T versus 3 T for the hippocampi of longitudinal FreeSurfer and MAPS-HBSI. Each dot represents a subject. The larger scatter
of FreeSurfer than MAPS-HBSI - in both the horizontal (1.5 T) and vertical (3 T) directions - indicates FreeSurfer had poorer reproducibility.

Table 4
Method reproducibility for the 3 T group of N¼111 similar to Table 1.

Method 1.5 T 3 T

Left Right Left Right

FSL/FIRST 2.5 (1.0, 4.5) 3.2 (1.3, 5.3) 2.5 (1.0, 4.5) 3.2 (1.3, 5.3)
FreeSurferC 3.7 (1.1, 6.6) 2.5 (1.1, 5.5) 3.8 (1.6, 6.3) 3.7 (1.5, 6.4)
FreeSurferL 2.1 (1.4, 3.5) 2.0 (0.9, 3.6) 3.0 (1.4, 5.2) 2.5 (1.6, 4.3)
MAPS 2.0 (0.9, 4.4) 2.5 (1.5, 4.2) 3.0 (1.1, 6.4) 2.8 (1.4, 4.9)
MAPS-HBSI 1.4 (0.7, 2.8) 1.1 (0.5, 2.1) 1.6 (0.6, 2.6) 1.5 (0.7, 3.0)
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acquired at 3 T, provide an invaluable data set based on true scan-
rescan imaging that can be used to compare the reproducibility of
methods to measure atrophy. In this study we focused on the
hippocampal atrophy rate, an important end-point in AD trials.
The results of the current study showed that MAPS-HBSI is sub-
stantially more reproducible than the other methods included in
the current study including manual measurements – the gold
standard in the field. We used the binomial statistical test that
provides a robust and simple way to assess whether there is a
significant difference in reproducibility among the various
methods.

The better reproducibility of MAPS-HBSI (Fig. 4) suggests that
for the same statistical power to detect a change in atrophy rates it
would require substantially smaller sample sizes in studies than
the other methods included in the current study. A simple group
size calculation based on the square-root-of-N rule indicates
MAPS-HBSI should require less than half the number of subjects to
detect the same change of atrophy rate. For example, for N¼562
the reproducibility of MAPS-HBSI and longitudinal FreeSurfer for
the left hippocampus are 1.3% and 2.1%. The relative group size is
then 2.6 (¼(2.1%/1.3%)̂2) by the square-root-of-N rule. Therefore
FreeSurfer would require 2.6 times as many patients in a study as
HBSI to detect the same change in the PVC. While the square-root-
of-N rule makes assumptions that may not strictly hold for the BTB
differences, it is likely at good approximation of the correct value.

As opposed to the other methods in the current study, HBSI is a
step applied after hippocampal delineation and segmentation. As
mentioned above, all the other methods segment the hippocampi
with the smallest unit being discrete voxels. Thus there is nothing
to prevent HBSI from being applied as an additional step after the
segmentations of the other algorithms. For example, Leung et al.
(2010) also applied HBSI to manual segmentation.

MAPS-HBSI is unique among the methods considered in this
study in that, while the other methods classify each voxel as either
fully in or fully out of the hippocampus, MAPS-HBSI uses the in-
tensity values of the voxels to take into account partial volume
effects. Methods such as FSL/FIRST and FreeSurfer may use partial



Fig. 4. Bland-Altman plot of annualized atrophy rates of manual segmentation
versus MAPS-HBSI. The units are percentage points. The clustering of most of the
points around the horizontal axis demonstrates the relationship between the
atrophy rates of MAPS-HBSI and manual is roughly linear. Thus the manual atrophy
rates validate the accuracy of the MAPS-HBSI atrophy rates. The higher the atrophy
rate the more negative the value as the annualized percentage volume changes are
plotted.

Table 5
The number of subjects for each method that failed to yield all the values. Smaller is
better.

Method Number of failures N¼562 1.5 T Number of failures N¼111
3 T

M N P M N

FSL/FIRST 1 4 2 1 0
AdaBoost 0 3 2 0 1
FreeSurferC 1 1 13 1 0
FreeSurferL 1 1 22 1 0
MAPS 7 4 25 0 1
MAPS-HBSI 7 4 25 0 1
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volumes during their calculations however both present their re-
sults as a mask with the same voxel size as their respective
MPRAGEs with each voxel being assigned a zero or one. Thus such
volumes do not take partial volumes into account. When partial
volumes are taken into account, non hippocampal structures are
less likely to be included in the hippocampus volume change
calculations. While it is not currently clear if the partial voxel
volume nature of HBSI is the key to its success, applying HBSI to
the output of the other methods will provide valuable insight into
this question.

As mentioned in the Methods section, MPRAGEs from the
ADNI1 data set were used to tune the MAPS method. This raises
the question of whether the ADNI1 tuning may have given MAPS-
HBSI a special advantage in this study. Such an advantage is judged
unlikely. The MAPS method used without HBSI in the current
study had reproducibility in line with the other methods and not
as good as MAPS-HBSI, while the ADNI1 data set was not used to
calibrate the HBSI step that followed MAPS. It was the HBSI step
following MAPS that yielded the increase in reproducibility. The
advantage MAPS-HBSI introduces over other methods is likely to
apply to the segmentation of other methods and should be the
focus of further research.
One way to rule out any possible training bias in an algorithm
would be to repeat the reproducibility calculations using a differ-
ent BTB MPRAGE data set than ADNI1. However, we are unaware
of any comparable data sets existing. We would of course hope
some of the future atrophy studies acquire their MPRAGEs BTB.

For several reasons no manual review of the automatic seg-
mentation was performed in the current study even though it is
often recommended. First, the primary goal of this study was to
compare the performance of fully automatic measurements of
hippocampal atrophy rates thus manual review of the segmenta-
tion was unnecessary. Second, with segmentations of 40,464 hip-
pocampi required at 1.5 T - both left and right, baseline and year
one, and M, N and P for each of the 6 methods for N¼562 - manual
review of the segmentations was unattainable. Third, the accuracy
of MAPS-HBSI was assessed by comparing its atrophy rates to
those of manual segmentation – a comparison that shares some of
the benefits of a manual review. In addition, while a standard for
manual segmentation is coming closer to reality (Boccardi et al.,
2011; Frisoni et al., 2014), it still needs to be widely accepted.

The reproducibility for the hippocampal atrophy rates for
FreeSurfer in the current study was smaller – in other words better
performing - than for Mulder et al. (2014). In both cases the re-
producibility of a method was calculated by the median of the
magnitude of the BTB differences – the same way the method
reproducibility was calculated in the current paper. The left and
right reproducibilities for N¼75 for longitudinal FreeSurfer in the
current study are 1.9% and 1.7% while Mulder et al. for N¼80
found 2.5% and 2.5%. The lower values of the current study are
likely due to a newer version of FreeSurfer - 5.3.0 for the current
study compared to 5.1.0 for Mulder et al. It is unlikely the lower
values are due to the 5 subjects not included in the manual group
of the current study as all the subjects included for manual in the
current study were used in Mulder et al. and outlines used in the
current study are also the same as those used in Mulder et al. For
manual segmentation, the current study had 2.62% (left) and 2.59%
(right) (N¼75) while the previous had 2.5% and 3.6% (N¼80) in-
dicating removing the 5 subjects had little impact on the results.
Thus it is likely the improved reproducibility of FreeSurfer in the
current study is due to the newer version of FreeSurfer but a more
detailed analysis would be required to make any definitive
statements.

For MAPS-HBSI in the current study themedian annualized PVC for
HC (N¼171) was �1.4% (M) and �1.0% (N) for the left hippocampi
and �1.3% (M) and �0.9% (N) for the right (Table 3). These values are
in line with Jack et al. (1998) who reported an annualized PVC of
�1.55% in healthy controls but on a different population.

A wide range of techniques and statistical methods have been
used in the literature to compare the performance of methods for
measuring hippocampal atrophy rates. A commonly used techni-
que is based on predicting which subjects will convert fromMCI to
AD. However, the clinical differentiation between MCI and AD does
not match well with the pathological classification. As reported by
Schneider et al. (2009), about half the subjects classified MCI
clinically have AD pathology. Another common assumption used
that does not always hold is atrophy rate reproducibility has a
normal distribution. Cover et al. (2014) demonstrated the re-
producibility of whole brain atrophy does not have a normal dis-
tribution because of its many outliners. Both the statistical tests
used in the current study handle outliers robustly.

The current paper introduces a statistical test – based on the
binomial distribution - to determine if, for the same set of subjects,
a set of BTB differences for one method is larger than a set for a
second method and whether the difference is statistically sig-
nificant. The main advantage of the test is it makes few assump-
tions about the set of BTB differences for a method. For example,
the test does not assume the BTB differences is normally
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distributed or that the reproducibility does not vary from subject
to subject. For example, the BTB differences may increase, with
more advanced disease for vary from site to site.

The high failure rates of about 4% for P for MAPS-HBSI and
FreeSurfer as compared to about 1% for M and N could have a
number of causes. One possibility may be due to both MAPS-HBSI
and FreeSurfer performing their own distortion and in-
homogeneity corrections. While M and N do not have the cor-
rections, P does. Thus, the higher failure rate might be due to the
distortion and inhomogeneity correction being applied twice. As
4% is a significant loss of subject data the cause of the failures
deserves additional scrutiny.

As the gradient warp varies from site to site the accuracy of hip-
pocampal volumes may be affected. However, the current study is
interested in hippocampal atrophy rates not volumes. Since the gra-
dient warp corrections are relatively small and should be nearly
identical for both M and N - as the subject was left in the same po-
sition for both BTB MPRAGEs - gradient warp correction should have
little impact on atrophy rate calculations (Caramanos et al., 2010; Ta-
kao et al., 2010).
5. Conclusions

The MAPS-HBSI algorithm is more reproducible when mea-
suring hippocampal atrophy rates than the other methods in-
cluded in the current study. Based on the results of the current
study, in a clinical trial the other methods should require at least
twice the subjects of MAPS-HBSI to detect the same change in
atrophy rate. In addition, all methods tested had good accuracy
versus manual segmentation.

Given the result that MAPS-HBSI has substantially better per-
formance than the other methods in the current study, it may be
worth including in studies where improved measurement of hip-
pocampal atrophy rates may be of benefit, such as in clinical trials.
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